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The subject I have been asked to talk about is how to create a new security architecture in Europe that brings the Russians out of the cold and promotes peace in the region.

I think that the best we can hope for at this point in time is to return to the status quo ante, and by that I mean the situation that existed here in Europe before 2008. I think there’s no hope of creating a radically new security architecture. And, I even think it’s going to be extremely difficult to go back to the pre-2008 situation in Europe. I think the best way to understand the options that we face is to start with a discussion of the history of the past twenty-five years, which can be divided roughly into two periods. The first period is from 1990 to 2008, and the second period is from 2008 up to the present. I think the period from 1990 to 2008 was really the golden period. Europe was remarkably peaceful—save for what happened in the Balkans, of course. But there was virtually no serious possibility of a conflict between Russia and the West during those years. All seemed to be going very well here in Europe on the security front, which raises the obvious question: Why was that the case? There are two reasons.

One, NATO remained intact, which meant the Americans remained militarily committed to Europe, allowing them to serve as the pacifier in the region. The United States was, in effect, the ultimate arbiter and a higher authority that maintained order. Its military presence in Europe made it almost impossible for any of the states that fell underneath its security umbrella to fight with each other. This is the principal reason why no European leader since the end of the Cold War has asked the Americans to leave. And, it’s the principal reason the Russians were perfectly happy to allow the United States to remain in Western Europe after they retreated when the Cold War ended.

So, the American pacifier was an important part of the story. The second part of the story is that the West—
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Georgia and Ukraine would become part of NATO. The Russians, in response, made it perfectly clear at the time that this was unacceptable. And they made it clear they would go to great lengths to prevent that from happening. Nevertheless, NATO did not back off. Furthermore, in May of that same year, the European Union (EU) announced that there was going to be an Eastern Partnership, which in effect meant that the EU too

the West, with the Americans in the driver's seat, continued to push a policy that called for peeling Ukraine away from Russia's orbit and making it part of the West. EU expansion was one of the key strategies underpinning that policy. NATO expansion and democracy promotion were the other two underlying strategies. Democracy promotion in principal is an attractive idea to virtually all of us in the West. But, the fact is that democracy promotion in the hands of the United States is mainly about toppling leaders who are seen as anti-American or anti-West, and putting in their place leaders who are pro-American or pro-West. Of course the Orange Revolution was all about doing just that. Toppling [Viktor] Yanukovych was all about putting a leader in power in Kiev who would be pro-West.

So, this triple-prong strategy—NATO expansion, EU expansion, and democracy promotion—bothered the Russians greatly. And, it all came to a head with the coup in Kiev on 22 February 2014. We then had a major crisis that we still face and which shows no signs of going away. What is the solution to this problem? I think the only possible solution is to go back to the situation that existed before 2008. Otherwise, there is no hope of settling this matter. What in particular has to be done? Ukraine has to be turned into a neutral buffer state. The West has to recognize that there is no way it can continue to pursue a set of policies that are designed to make Ukraine a Western bulwark on Russia's border. The Russians will not tolerate this and will instead go to great lengths to

European Commission chief Jose Manuel Barroso and European Union (EU) Council President Herman Van Rompuy meet with Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych 19 December 2011 in Kiev, Ukraine. The EU and Ukraine agreed to the terms of a free trade and political association treaty, creating tension between the West and Russia.

Barack Obama, as you know, was elected in November 2008. He came into office with the goal in mind of resetting relations between Russia and the United States. He failed. And, the reason he failed is that
wreck Ukraine to prevent it from becoming part of the West. This is what is going on now. Putin is basically telling the West they have two choices. Either they back off, or he will work to damage Ukraine so badly that it cannot join the West.

If you want to end this crisis, and you care greatly about the Ukrainian people, and you don’t want to see their country destroyed, then it’s imperative that we back off and give up on the idea of making Ukraine part of the West. Instead, we must work to make Ukraine a neutral buffer state, which it was effectively between 1991 and 2014. I am talking here about returning to the status quo ante. This means, of course, that NATO expansion must be explicitly taken off the table, and it means that EU expansion must also be explicitly taken off the table. And, it means that the United States and its European allies have to stop democracy promotion in Kiev that aims to put in power individuals who are pro-Western and anti-Russian.

Now, the question is, how likely is it that the West can do a 180-degree turn and abandon its present policy and adopt one that’s designed to make Ukraine a neutral buffer state? I think it’s very unlikely this will happen. I think there are a number of reasons for that. First of all, Western leaders are so deeply invested in the present policy that it is going to be very difficult for them to move away from it and instead work to make Ukraine neutral. Remember that NATO expansion into Ukraine has been at the heart of the West’s strategy since 2008. I think it would be hard to turn that ship around. Second, I think that Putin, and the Russians more generally, do not trust the West anymore. And, any promises that we make will be hard to sell in Moscow. I think the waters have been so thoroughly poisoned in recent years that convincing the Russians that the West has good will and wants to work with them will be difficult. Third, I think NATO itself is in trouble independent of this crisis. For starters, the United States is pivoting to Asia. And, if
Uncle Sam pivots to some place he has to pivot away from another place, and where the United States is going to pivot away from is Europe. China is a potential peer competitor, and all that is needed is a major crisis in Asia and the United States will focus its attention on that region in laser-like fashion. When that happens, America’s interest in Europe will diminish significantly. I like to tell students that historically the United States has cared greatly about three areas of the world outside of the Western Hemisphere: Europe, Northeast Asia, and the Persian Gulf. And, over our entire history, Europe has been the most important area of the world for us outside of the Western Hemisphere. We are undergoing for the first time in our history a fundamental transformation in our strategic priorities. Asia is going to become the most important area of the world for the United States, the Persian Gulf is going to be the second most important area, and Europe is going to become a distant third.

So, if China continues to rise, we are eventually going to pivot, and that means that we’re going to greatly reduce our presence in Europe, and we are going to be much less interested in Europe than we have been over the course of our history. At the same time, if you look at what’s happening among America’s allies in Europe, it seems clear they’re not spending much money on defense, and it doesn’t look like they are going to come together to take up the slack if the United States pivots to Asia. I think the principal bellwether of the trouble ahead is what’s happening in Britain. Defense spending is shrinking, and, by the year 2019, all British troops will be removed from the European continent. This is an event of great significance. So, what I am saying to you is that even if we are able to turn around Western policy and convince Putin that the West has good intentions, the future of NATO is uncertain, which means a lot of trouble ahead. For all these reasons I’m quite sure you cannot go back to the status quo ante in Eastern Europe.

My bottom line is that we had an excellent situation with regard to European security before 2008. And we, meaning the West, blew it big time.
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